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Company 

•  A leader in the retail garment business. 
•  Based in Dallas, TX.  
•  Wants to launch a new retail line in the 

market and is gathering ideas from every 
department.  
– Designing a chic line for the upcoming 

Christmas season.  



Demographic 

•  Gender: Male and Female 
•  Aged: 18-25  
•  Ethnicity: Caucasian, African American, 

Asian, and Hispanic 
•  Location: U.S.A. 
•  Occupation: Students and graduates 
•  Income: Middle Class and students 

depending on their parent financially  



Current Trends For Females 
•  Over-the-knee boots / thigh-high boots 
•  Capes, Capelets & Cloaks 
•  Leather Clothing 
•  The Female Dandy 
•  Chunky Knits 
•  Tights & Stockings 
•  One-Shouldered Dresses & Tops 
•  Military Fashion 
•  Ripped jeans & torn denim 



 Fall/Winter 09 Female Styles 



Current Trends For Males 

•  Military menswear  
•  Deep V-Neck 
•  Goth Ninja 
•  Tuxedo / Dinner Jacket 



Fall/Winter 09 Males Styles 



Fall/Winter 09 Colors 

The colors reflect the tough economic times with a selection of an appealing pastel palette devoid of 
any of the intense statement tones we have seen in the past few years. The move away from the 
statement colors will help the clothes age at a slower rate and will help provide a safer purchase to 
allow a little more wear from your wardrobe during these times of economic instability. The selection 
stays true to form of the past few years with a specific nature inspired overtones, but take a specific 
downshift from spring's richer resort holiday inspired colors. (Online Web Site) 



Fall/Winter 09 Fabrics 

Wool used for dresses and 
sweaters. 

Leather used for the jackets, 
dresses, & pants. 

Cotton used for shirts, dresses etc. Denim used for jeans and jackets. 



Why What I Have Suggested Suits 
The Intended Target Market? 

•  Males and females the age 18-25 love to 
look trendy. 

•  These styles fit their look because 
celebrities around their age and people 
around their age are wearing them. 

•  It’s the hot new looks. 
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